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Dear Peter,

Bolivian Foreign Minister Guillermo Bedregal was outraged. How could
the United States beak a gentlemens’ agreement? Jaime Villalobos, Minister
of Mines and Metallurgy, criticized the U.S. for jeopaldizing the "survival"
of Bolivian tin mining. The president of the National Chamber of Mining,
Jos Gutierrez del Rio, went further. He recalled Bolivia’s goodwill in
selling tin concentrates to he U.S. and ler allies during World War [[ for
the pittance of US 50 pal fine pound, i Gutierrez’s words, Bolivia has
yet to eap the dividends of her sacrifice, "The years have passed, and we
have not seen any reciprocity. The position of the [U.S. General Services
Administration3 has always presented grave h[eats to the stability and
equilibrium of the Bolivian economy." Gutierrez del Rio was supported
vehemently by Pedro Montecinos, president of the Federation Naciona] de
Cooperativas (FENCOMIN). Montecino labelled the U.S. decision "evidence of
manifest hostility." And on the streets of La Paz, pedestrians could be
heard arguing that the United States was once again trying to bully Bolivia
into economic submission.

Bolivian politicians, mining executives, and union leaders are up in
arms over the news released in mid-Feb[uary [hat -the U.S. Department
of Defense (DOD) and the General Services Administration (GSA) has presented
to Congress a plan that would release into international markers 7,000
metric tons of tin from the U.S Strategic Stockpile during fiscal year (FY)
1990. Since 24 October 1985, when the international price of tin nose-dryad

and the tin contract was terminated on the London Metal Exchange, Bolivia’s
public and private mining sectors have painfully rest ru(;tured and
diversilied. In the process, thousands of Bolivian miners have been left
unemployed and dozens of unprofitable mines have been shut down. And yet,
recently released figu[e.s show [hat the Bolivian minin" see{el is on its way
to recovery, albeit slowly. W[h mineral exports wortl, US $274 million in
1988, the mining sector surpassed the hydrocarbons industry as the leading
earner of foreign exchange in Boliva. The current controversy over the
release of tin from the U.S. Strategic Stockpile provides convenient pause
to reflect on the changes that have taken place in the Bolivian mining
sector since 1985.

Behind the emotive rl]etoric and eaction produced by Bolivian off.icials,

serious observers are asking a few questions. Where is the pa, astatal
Corporacon Mlnera Boliviana (COMIBOL)? LOcked i.n a bureaucratic struggle

William L. Melvin ]s a Fellow of he institute s[udying Soutl American
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to restructure its way to profitability amidst political disagreements and
labor conflicts. What about, the private sector, represented by such firms
as EMUSA and COMSUR? Continuing" to diversify away fro tin production, but
hobbled in its efforts to exploit other mineral reserves by a lack of cheap
and easily avai]able credit. Then too, what of the small mining
cooperatives, which have absorbed some of COMIBOL’s redundant miners s[nce

19857 Thriving, but with seat-of-the-pants technology and labor intensive
mining that concentrates either on the richest deposits or reworking the
railings of old mines.

U. S_.. STRATEGIC STOCKP LE

At tl]e heart of this controversy lie the dispu
a 1983 "gentlemens’ agreement." betweell the United
nations of the ASEAN Pact Malaysia, Indones
among them. According to the U.S. State
International Commodities, the U.S. agreed to li
3,000 metric tons during FY 1984. The Offi.ce of
maintains that the 3,000 metric ton limit appli
which the terms of the agreement allowed the U.S. t
tons per year without incurring tle wrath of

red conditions reached in
Sta[es and tin--producin

ia, and Thailand foremost
Department’s Office of

mit Stockpile eleases to
International Commodities
ed only to FY 1984, after
o dispose of 5,000 metric
the Asian parties to the

agreement. Last year, however, Malaysian au[horitJes challenged U.S.
management of S[ockpile disposals, insisting that 3,000 metric tons was the
upper limit. Without any writ, ten document, to which disgruntled parties
could refer, interpretation of the "gentlemens’ agreement" has of ten
produced raised voices, but no firm resolution. U,S. diplomats argue that
the 3,000 metric ton limit changed to 5,000 tons in FY 1985; these same
diplomats also contend that the U.S. resetved the right to release up to 3/

of world supply (currently around 180,000 metric tons), should circumstances
warrant such a disposal. In any case, disposals of stockpiled tin were as
follows"

GSA DISPOSALS (i) (in metric tons)

E_Y _C_’._o.m_e[cial S__a_a.l_s prade A D $l_o....s_ Sub t o a I .C_tu_n_u I a____[ _(_2_

83 2865 2865 163,574
’84 365 2032 2397 [65,971
’85 375 (4) 2630 3005 168,976
’86 5490 (5) 5490 174,466
87 4500 *

TOTAL" 144,445 (3) 10,983(6) 19,098(3) 178,966 178,966 (6)

NOTES:
(1) Of tin metal from GSA Strategic Stockpile surplus (142,700 m.t.)
(2) From commencement of GSA sales in September, 1962.
(3) From commencement of sales, 1962--1987
(4) Commercial sales were suspended on 24 October I985.
(5) GSA sales to upgrading contractors eportedly resumed in January, 1986.
(6) From September 1962 to 31 December 1986.

* My own estimate based on interviews here.
The disposal of 20,000 long tons (20,321 m.t.) authorized effective

October 1984. An additional 4,000 tons of tin metal authorized for disposal

in November 1986. As of 31Decenber 1986 total GSA Stockpile amounted o
179,770 metric tons. 14,889 metric tons were available for disposal,

SOURCE" _Monthly S__tati__s_’t_i_cal Sum.ma_., ll, ternational Tin Council, London, May

1988.
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Simply citing disposal statistics does not really put the Strategic
Stockpile and tin’s declining importance withtr the StockpJ.le in its
proper perspective. When the Defense Depal"tment and GSA first made public
its plans to review Stockpile contents in April 1988. i w.s amo% the list
of metals that included silver, contained [unZ’sten, si!tcn carbide,
manganese dioxide and ore, and flasks of mecur); according to the DOD, all
of these metals have decli**ed in importance .wen today’s new weapons
technology. Sales of these metals were p, o.jec ted to run around S
million. The problem with tin is that stocks are of lower purity than
needed [or application in the manufact[re of’ circuit boards ad other
computer hardware. The bulk of tle S.ockpile’s tin as o,ce int, ended for
the manufacture of cans to store C-rations. Revised think.ins in Washington
has placed greater emphasis on metals like platinum, palladium, .,..eanium,
high-purity chrome metal, high-purity nickel, and titanium sponge. DO[)

officials plan to spend US $150 milliol to upgrade stocks of these latter
metals, which belong to a new generation of space--ae, lightweight, ald ligh
tensile strength metals more suitable for use in a contempora,y conflict.

Despite the immediate and vocal (;oncen raised public[.y ir [,a 9az
concerning the proposed GSA disposal (which, .by the way, nust sili meet
with Congressional approval), the ec, tion behind closed doors has been
somewhat more muted. One senior membe of COMIBOt,’s staff indicated that he
personally did not think the (.SA release wold negatively affect
international prices for tin. .ather, tle same official worried that the
release might keep prices at tleir current level, tlus maki it noe
difficult f’or COM1BOL to negotiate new loans to speed restructuring, i
1988, the Bolivian government egotiated a US $114 million loan witl tle
orld Bank, of which approximately US $60 millio was designated for
spendingoon COM IBOL.

But so far, news of the planned GSA release has not affected the tin
futures market at all. On 2 Febuar.y, the Rotterdam warehouse price quoted
by Reuters stood at 4,515 per metric ton of hi!:h-grade tin. On 22
February, the same lottedam index had moved substantially higher to push
past 4600 per metric ton, to as high as 4650 per metric ton. And markets
were equally bouyant in Kuala Lumpur, where Asian brokers were content to
see x-.-smelter tin sell for 22.02 ringg’it per kilo on 22 February, moving up
from 20.51 ringgit per kilo on 2 February.

These price trends are just as important to GS-t arket wat(,hes as Ihey

are to worried mining" executives in Bolivia. U.S. (liplomats have emphasfzed
that the release of ti is a commercial venture, not a political effort to
destabilize the market. GSA regulations g’ovening the disposal of strategic
metals mandate that the (SSA cannot lose loney on trading; il fact, that
would be self-defeatng sice the St’ateg’ic Stockpile is not subst,,ized by
budget allocations. Instead, tte Stockpile finances ew purclases of metals
from the sales of bid metals. (;iven tle pices of ietals .like platinum and
titanium sponge, GSA Stockpile managers will have to work closely with
metals brokers to release tin in a atioal nanner that does not upset the
market.

Private sector mining executives have even ar[.ued to me tlat the concern
over an extra 2,000 metric tons o[’ tin hitting" the narket Jn FY 1990
misplaced. These executives point to th poduc,ion capacit), of Brazil

instead. The huge deposit curreat.[y being exploited by he Panaparema
mining consortiun in the northern Manaus region of Brazil is one leason why razil
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has moved from producing 8,200 metric tons of tin ir, 982 to 25,400 metric
tons in 1986. Since the 1985 tin crash, Brazil .has agreed to jofn the
Association of’ Tin Producing Countries (A’IPC) with observer status, and has
so far followed production quotas. Nonetheless, industry sources speculate
that Brazil alone has enough tin to supply world demand should it choose to
do so. The presence of wildcat miners, known as "garempieros", also
unnerves market watchers. These garempieros exploit tin with little regard
for market regulation and their production, which easily exceeds 2,000
etric tons per year, is often smuggled out of Brazil to be sold to the
highes t bidde r.

Finally, the "overhang" of tin stocks that glutted the market after the
1985 price crash in London seems to be contracting at a regular rate that is
leaving a lot moe breathing room for producers and consumers alike. The
world overhang of stocks has declined significantly in 1988’

WORLD ’_I_N_ STOCK (in metric tons)

Tin stock holders Janua y 1988. December 1988

LME warehouses 19,400 5,800
Brazil 5, 00 O, 000
Malaysia !0,400 10,000
Other producers 2,500 2,000
Consumers (1) 23,000 16,000

Total 60,600 43,000

NOTES’
(1) Consumers include private banks who were left holding tin as
collateral for loans extended to the international Tin Council prior to 24
October 1985. [See WLM-1 & 2.]

SOURCE" Private industry estimates.

[n the end, all the specuJation concerning he GSA e[ease may be a moot
exercise. Said a senior U.S. diplomat in La Paz, "We are by no means
inflexible in ou position. We have made it known t.o he Bolivians that we
regard 7,000 metric tons as a negotiab.[e figure. Of" course, we will want
some concessions [o modify our position, especially given the: fact that we
currently estimate that there ale 140,000 more tons of" tin Jn the Stockpile
han we need. And there is time to talk, sinc({.,, we are still months away
from the beginning of FY 1990."

U.S. diplomats have not made public, however, just what concessions are
on the State Department’s agenda. Nevertheless, Secretary of State James
Baker has commented that he is not entirely satisfied with the progress of
Andean countries like Bolivia in stemming the increased production of coca
leaves and coca-paste that is turned into cocaine and floods U.S. markets.
It is not at all unthinkable that U.S. polic,ymakers might seek to link fewer
tons of tin to fewer kilos of cocaine.

COMI.r:JOL’ WHOSE REASON ING W ILL PREVAI
A Bolivian metallurgist reflecting on the recent bluahaha over possible

GSA tin sales remarked to me, It s always a lot easier to cry imperialism to
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the North than to criticize ourselves." He was referring to the mixed-bag
of reforms that have yet to be completely carried out after te MNR
government under President Paz Estenssoro assumed office in [985 and se out
to rationalize tle poorly manaCed public sector with promises of
privatization.

Under the terms of Decreto Supremo 21060, MNR policymakers set as
priorities for privatization state-,un olerations, not ,just with COIBOL,
but also in the hydrocarbons sector managed by Yacimientos Petroltferos
Fiscales de Bolivia (YPFB), and in services like the state-owned airline,
Lloyd Aero Boliviano (LAB). Plans to privatize YPFB and CAB have been all
but scrapped; moves to take COMIBO[. private have been opposed not only by
organized labor, but by bureaucra[s ho have a stake Jn continued state
control. As one engineer, who ts studying the problem [’o a small non-
profit think tank here, put it, "You must remember that over tile last 35
years, an unhealthy number of’ senior-level bureaucrats have been eaned on
followin political decisions that had more to do with pleasing party
leade s than taking" into account conme ctal cor, s iderat ions of
profitability.

This is not to say that effo’ts have not been made. But in instances
here bureaucrats do not drag thei feet for feat of losing [lte[r jobs, a
tack of coherent direction regarding privatization has put off precisely
those investors ho must be ooed to make privatization ork. Rolando
Jordan, Secretary-General of the Associaci6n Nacionai de Mineros Medianos
as straiChtforard, course e [the private sector] ould like to buy
into COIBOL mines. Anyone ho tells you no is merely pretending that
COIBOL does not sit on the richest remaining tin reserves in Bolivia." But
memories of the 1952 nationalization decree that confiscated tle Hoschild,
Aramayo, and Patifio mines are sttiJ, fresh in the minds of many private--
sector minin8 executives. Last month, COIBOL made a public bid to attract
.joint venture capital to revive the hiChly politicized, and historically

conflict-idden Catavi mine complex near Ortiro. Four eeks later, not a
single investor has stepped forward, and COMIBOL announced ,yesterday that
Catavt ould shut down on April. ithout ay c].ea idea of hat actually

constitutes a joint-venture in themindsof COIBOL executives and Ministry

of ine officials, noone f’et[ the risk orth taking. Then too, fear exists
amon investors thal. hen such directives are made clear, they ill embrace
the entire mining industry still under stae control, providing, for
example, for a 51% COIBOL stake in a joint-venture regardless of the
particular mine in question. Since COMIBOL’s mines vary greatly in terms of
the need for capital investment in heavy machinery and the ex[enL o
remaining, proven, mineral reserves, that could kill the
privatization/joint--venture initiative before it eve got off the ground.
This is despite the fact that COMIBOL executives estima[e that US $1.3

bill ton will be required to put COIBOL back on sound footing. As one
European diplomat summed up, "Joi,t-ventues ,eed to proceed on a case--b-
case basis. But Bolivia is a ve,y special country when it comes to mining,

so you will pobably see too many regulations 1:o attract investors.

When and if COMIBOL does make up lts mind concerning privatization,
prospective investors will still have to contend witl one o South America’s
more militant labor forces. As the political clinate in lolivia heats up
with the coming of the May presidential eiection, miners who have been

silent for the last three years are becoming increasigly vocal. Since last
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Friday, there have been daily demonstrations in the central streets of La
Paz to protest privatizatton plans. In Oruro, miners at. the Bolivar complex
have gone on strike, costing COMIBOL an esimat.ed US $350,000 a day (not to
mention the fact tlat COMIBOL cannot i.ake advantage of rJ.sing tin prices
when miners are on strike). And earlie this month, angry niners at the
Altiplano mine of Coro-Coro took as hostages COMIBOL engineers and
technicians who had come to the mine to remove idle achinery desperately
needed in other parts of Bolivia. Bolivia’s richest tin mine, Huanuni, was
also the sight of a strike in August and September that dragged on for 35
days before arbitrators could reach an agreement with uaion leaders, Miners
protested that their strike was based on safety concerns, since Huanuni
shafts were not adequately ventilated to allow for three 8-hour shifts. But
more Lhan one observer was left scratching his head after fielding out ttat
the shafts were ventilated well-enough to allow thieving miners to enter
HuanunJ. during the midnight-to-eight "graveyard" shift and make off with
gunny sacks of tin ore to be sold to unscrupulous buyers. Even after the
strike was settled, COMIBOL police surprised 6 miners early one Sunday
orning with 490 kilos of tin ore in their possession). ]’here are, however,
seamy sides to the same story. One former manager of the Caracoles mine
told me that during his administration of the mine, it as common fo
COMIBOL’s own engineers to work in concer[ with mines out to steat [in oe.
The same manager admitted to having purchased ore from thieves with to the
inention of reselling it immediately to make up t’or his poor salary, On
average, COMIBOL engineers earn 1/3-1/2 o hat tleir counterparts in
private mining take home.

Organized labor’s fears regarding privatiza[on are nor totally
unfounded. In December, the [olivian Camara de Diputados(equivalent of the
House of Representatives) authorized the confiscation of the privately-held
Totoral mining complex located near Lake Poopo. The property and mineral
reserves reverted to COMIBOL after investigators iscovered that the mine
owner, Miguel Olandint, had neglected to pay his miaers since April 1988.
Press reports coming out of the mine earl.let this year detailed stories of
miners subsisting on a cup of tea and a piece of bread per day. One
mother had given birth to a baby that still weighed only 500 grams at 5
moaths old. It has not been nade clear whether Sr. Or landini ever paid the
US $40,000 fine that corresponded to lis abuse of labor laws. Small wonder,
then, that when the Federacibn Sindical de Trabajadores 8olivianos (FSTMS)
met in the Yungas city of Chojlia during Decembe.r to elect V[cLor Lbpez
Arias as its new secreta/.y--general, the FSTMB also approved a platfo that
exhorted mtners to get on ih the resistance, and from [resisLance-J, move
on to subversion." Anyone wlo has followed the course of events in Peru
over the last year cannot help to be troubled b.y statemenLs of this nature.
Sa(ll Cantoral, Secretary-General of the Peruvian National Federation of
Mine Workers [whom interviewed for WI,M-8] was not assassinated in Liaa
earlier this aon[ for advocating joint-ventures.

In tandem with COMIBOL executives, Bolivian mines need to take a hard
look at themselves. The Bolivian lnstituto Nacionai de Estadisticas (1NE)
released a study in December that is all too revealing’ the index of mining
productivity in COMIBOL mines fell from 84 i’n 1981 [o 39 in 1985. The wave
of lay-oils since 1985-- which were mean, in part, to rid the parastatal
company of miners who were not interested in productivity has not proven
an unqualified success either. COIBOL executives ave complained to me
that many of their best drillers, or "perforistas", Iept at the chance to
pocket wage buy-outs of up to US $5,000 and ove on. Left n the mines,
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according to COMIBOL, is a core of miners who stayed on because they had
nowhere else to go. INE’s productivity study underscores this fact’ the
index dropped to 17 in 1986. Productivity has since risen to 22 in 1987,
and 26 in the first quarter of 1988, but actual productivity is still a far
cry from what it was in 1955, and hardly comparable to where it was in 1981.
Along the way, COMIBOL’s current importance as a mineral producer has
declined, relative to the private sector and mining cooperstives.

COM BOL M NE_R_RA__L PRODUCT ON: J_9
(in metric tons, with percentage market share)

MINERAL 1977 1987

Bismuth 631 93%
Copper 3,643 94%
Tin 23,306 69% 180 2%
Silver 169 91% 39 28%
Lead t4,366 69 951 I0
Wolfram 1,056 34%
Zinc 35,447 54% 2,52? ?%

NOTES:
indicates where mineral production ceased altogether.

SOURCE; .M_F,_MORIA I__987, Asociacibn Nacional de Mineros Medianos, 1988.

With unemployment running around 25% (unofficially), it stretches he
imagination to think that COMIBOL cannot replace inefficient miners and
executives with efficient ones. The question is" how to attract personnel
and keep them happily productive’? One solution might be to set up profit-
sharing plans that distribute equity shares and cash bonuses %0 the most
productive workers. That way miners might not be tempted to steal minerals
(which, according to COMIBOL’s own estimate, costs the Huanuni complex US
$1.2 million a month), and migh ge executives used to the idea, however
slowly, that private-sector incentives are not all that bad. Another
measure might be to seize the asses of careless managers like S. Orandini
at Totoral: but instead of confiscating such assets, why not put them on the
auction block? Until COMIBOL puts its own house in order, he last thing
the parastatal company needs is another mine.

Actually, the day is not far off when private shares in companies are
publicly traded in La Paz. Officials of the U.S. Agency for International
Development have been working with epresentatives of Bolivia’s banking,
industrial, and services sectors for some time now to set up a La Paz bourse
next year. Setting up a stock exchange highJights future problems and
opportunities for Bolivians. Unless Bolivia’s overnment regardless of
who sits in the Palacio Ouemado can guarantee economic sability and low
inflation, a "secondary market" for shares may never develop. And a
secondary market, in which investors can resell their shares with a
reasonable expectation of profit, ts essential to the working of a bourse,
however small. What good will 00 shares in COMIBOL do for a Bolivian miner
if he cannot sell them when he so desires?
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.I-Z..R_!_.V_._A..T._.G MINING" A STORY OF STUNTED GROWTH

As the story goes, wllen the pre--1952 Revo.tution nining magnate Simon l.
Patiho offered to build a modern, paved hig’bway around the Cochabamba valley
without charging the Bolivian government, his offe was rejected. The
reason’ Pattfo insisted on namig the h.[:hway after lis wife, Atbina.
Ths is just one of the many ironies tha surface when public perceptions
conce]ning" private business are examined tn Bolivia. As one executive mused
when spoke with him about the poblems of the private mi.nins" sector here,
"e are still thinking about businessmen and capitalism n feudal terms. !’o
say that someone is makilg money in Bolivia is to accuse him of committing
an unpardonable sin."

Yet even moe ironic is that the private banking’ sector in Bolivia
seems to have taken to heart, "de ratio", the Old Testame**t’s dictum against
l;nding money. While pivate mining" executives are uniformly eager to show
observers evidence of their recupeaLion [’rum Josses suffered hen metals
prtces reached their nadir earlier in this decade: they also g’rumble
unreservedly about he[ ability [o pt heir lands on cheap and easily
available c,edit. Quickly cite are wo facts. [,oa.s are there o be had,

but only if they can be epaJd fn he unreatist, tcalJy short amortization
period of 60-90 days. And interest rates would be ,ie envy of King Solomon.
Active interest rates for loans dtsbu, sed in BolJvianos (Bs) have run
between 40--55Z since 1985. Dollar loans, thoush less dear, are still enough
to make most executives gulp; crrent dollar t)te]est rates are peg’g’ed
between 24-30%. As a result, most of the fo,’eign capital that has streamed
into Bolivia since I985 in the [’olin of loans from the Wo td flank or the
International Development Bank to revive Bolivian industry has gone
untouched.

When asked about the complaints coming" from their colleagues in prkvate
mining, bankers here reply that they are ot to blame. Said one vice-
president of a major .[ending" bank in ba Paz, "My hands are tied. cannot
lend money for more tl]an 90 days whe] my depositors refuse to ].eave their
money tn the bank for more than 60." [espite bankers" relative silence
regarding collateral requirements, which ofte,n require capital seeker’s
sign away heir personal possessions as ,,ell as tle assets of their
companies, the underlying message ring’s out louO ad clear. Three yeals

after Paz Estenssoro’s electlion, Bo[ivians are still afraid to trust in tl]e

future stability of Bolivian eco]omy. With olections only 9 weeks aay,
that edginess is growing even more acute. One Bo.ttvian housewtfe told me
that she inended to pull her doJlar sayings out of the bank next monh,
regardless of" who is ahead in the polls.

Willie savers’ mistrust is an omnipresent theme in all of the Andean
countries, private banking"s problems today (and hence, tlose of the private
mining sector) owe themselves in good measure to the policy of’ "de-
dollarization" carried out ude the previous admtnisLatton of UDP
President Hero,an Si]es Zuazo. To) combat the penetration of dollars into the
mainstream of the Bolivian economy due to "neo imperialism" doiJar gavJ.ngs
accounts were frozen and conve ted to Bolivian cur ency. he
1]yperinflation took off’ during tle same period: many Bolivian,s waEched
helplessly as their deposits disappeared. Private bankers fared little
better. ’,"he Asociaci6n de Bantus e lnstituctones Ftnancieras de Bolivia
(ASOBAN) estimates [hat savings deposits (in dollar terms) fell fom
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US $585.8 million in July 1981 to ust US $29.8 miJlion in August 1985.
ASOBAN further calculates that private banking" institutions lost US $47.4
million to artificial exchange rates imposed by the UDP government from the
moment that government imposed de-dollarization in November 1982 to UDP’s
ultimate defeat in the 1985 elections.

The rest of the news is not all bad, but certainly mixed. Under the
Paz Estenssoro government, inflation has been dramatically pared to the 20%
range (annually). And savings deposits, even though they may stay in the
bank for only 60 days, have grown in size to partially recoup the losses of
the UDP years. Statistics released in August showed that pub.lie savings
deposits had reached US $434.3 million. Of that figure, Bol]v[ans were
holding" nearly 75% in dollar-denominated deposits. And in 987, I0 straight
years of declining’ investment were reverse(l when domestic capital formation
directed to investment grew by 4.8% over he previous year. Unfortunately
for Bolivians, investment capital formation it, 197 still rep,esented just a
mere 43% of its real 1978 value. One reason may be that Bolivians still
prefer to keep their money abroad. A Swiss repo;t published in December
figured that Bolivians have stashed away US $536 million in foreign banks.
That is fairly negligible when compared to the estlmated US $5.8 billion
deposited abroad by Colombians, but Colombia’s economy is also much larger
and more diversified.

Faced with these difficulties, private mininz companies have chosen to
ride the trend of rising metals prices by reorienting their operations to
exploit metals whose prices are going up, or to mine those metals that enjoy
perpetually high value. For example, lead prices increased by 42 in 1987;
lead ore extraction shot up by a whopping 1,?5OZ. The price of wolfram, on
the other hand, declined by 2% in the same period; wolfram exploitation then
fell by 33%. Production of gold also went up, due mainly to the ich
deposit owned by Inti Raymi, S.A. Gold production increased from 295.5
kilos in 1986 to 487.58 kilos in 1987. This 65Z leap in producttol came at
a time when gold prices rose by 21Z. As for tin, the private ,,ining sector
has been easin out of that mineral’s production for over the .last decade.
Private mines produced 6,967 metric tons of tin in 1977; that compares to a
paltry 2,295 metric tons in !987.

PRIVATE SECTOR MINERAL .P_ODUCTION" 1977-87
(in metric tons, with percentage market share)

MINERAL 1977 1987

Antimony 9,868 61% 6,294 63%
Bismuth 42
Copper
Tin 6,967 215 2,295 28Z
Silver 12 6% 73
Lead 2,186 12Z 6,735 73Z
Wolfram 1,602 52Z 484 62Z
Zinc 26,097 40% 35,277

NOTES" indicates where mineral production ceased altogether.

SOURCE" MEMORIA 198_7, Asociacibn Nacional de Mineros Medianos, 1988.
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Private mining executives are painfully aware, however, that mining is
cyclical business. Failure to invest capital in heavy machinery during the
periods of rising prices to lower production costs can be fatal, especially
in an environment of fierce international competition. Indeed, mining
companies around the world have had to come to terms with this fact; the
U.S. Phelps Dodge Copper Corporation learned the hard way that it had grown
fat on high copper prices during the 1970’s. When copper prices plunged at
the beginning of this decade, Phelps Dodge was forced to lay off miners and
reevaluate its mining strategy. After streamlining and reinvesting capital
in machinery, Phelps Dodge can now produce copper as economically as anyone,
including the Chileans who operate the huge Atacama open-pit copper mine.
But until the Bolivian banking sector [oosensthe strings of its purses,
mining executives here will have to weigl present profits against future
survival. And noone in La Paz even wants to consider the possibility that
a UDP-style government will return to presidential office in 1989.

.CO0.RERATIVE MINING: _CAN .THE _GOOD TIMES I,AST?

Anyone who appreciates the tavails of the small businessman has to
admire he utsy operations of the mining cooperatives that have sprunE up
in droves around Bolivia since 1985. Widely varyinE estimates put the
number of Bolivians employed in 6rass-roots, cooperative mining at anywhere
between 10-20,000. Depending on whom you believe, that is almost as many
miners who were made redundant after COMIBOL set out to restructu,e itself
three years ao.

Cooperatives have gained ground in almost every sector of mineral
productions since 1985, mainly at the expense of COMIBOL.

COOPERATIVE M!NERAL PRODUCTION: 1977-87
(in metric tons, with percentage market slare)

MINERAL 1977

Antimony 6,384 39%
Bismuth 7 1%
Copper 231 6% 9
Tin 3,623 10% 5,726
Silver 5 3% 27
Lead 4,187 19% 1,514
Wolfram 413 14% 303
Zinc 2,980 6% 947

1987

3,697 37%
O. 6 100% SOUR_I. EMO,R!A

100% 1987, Asociaci6n
?0% Nacional de

20% Mineros Medianos,

17% 1988.
38%
2%

Unlike miners employed by COM[BOL, cooperative miners usually risk
their own capital. Meager as that capital may be, cooperative miners are
not nearly so predisposed to strike as their COM[BOL bethren. Losses
suddenly become very real when the money is coming out of lhe miners
pockets. But even though cooperatives have grown enormously since 1985,
many wonder how long they will be able to operate profitably, since the
cooperatives operate on thin margins that do not allow for abrupt downturns
in metals prices. And if private banking has been eluctant to loan to the
private mining sector on realistic terms, you can just imagine how difficult
it must be for an Aymara or Quechua miner to walk into a bank and negotiate
a loan. Thus, cooperatives have concentrated on extracting tin from old
railings left around existing, but paralyzed, COMIBOL mines like Llallagua,

or heading east into the Amazon basin to pan for gold. In the latter case
it is often hard to draw the line between legal cooperatives and bands o}
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smugglers. The Bolivian Ministry of Mines estimates that while the 1988
legal exportation of gold hovered around US $60 million, the illegal value
of 1988 smuggled exports zoomed above US $130 million. Once again, as
discussed in WLM-9, the permeability of Bolivia’s vast borders is a big
problem. Most of the gold makes its way through the sparsely populated Beni
and Pando departments to be sold across the frontier in Brazil.

And it is no easier to become a legal cooperative miner than to become
a legal street vendor. Since December, have been working with the Aymara
farmers and hopeful miners from the Lake Ttticaca island community of Cumana
[see WLM-12] to try and get a limestone pit-mine successfully off the
ground. That there is a market for limestone, there is no doubt. Private
companies have offered to rent Cumana’s limestone deposits for a period of 5
years; these companies estimate that they can extract 10-15,000 tons of
limestone ore for processing per month. But these private companies already
possess the heavy equipment to get on with the job straight away. Village
leaders, who would prefer to retain their economic independence, now face
the dilemma of how best to accomplish thei goal.

To give you some idea of what obstac]es lie in the path of cooperatives
trying to legally establish themselves, Cumana’s experience is quite
illustrative. Village leaders began to knock on the door of various
ministries nearly a decade ago, then to register a minet’a[ claim to protect
their rights to the limestone deposits. Registering that claim took over
three years; the Aymara leaders of the Cumana cooperative guess that they
spent around US $I0,000 in the process. Of course, not all of that money
was spent officially. A good bit was passed under the table to bureaucrats
who seemingly could not show up for appointments or sign documents unless
their breakfasts were paid for. There were even outright b’ibes along the
way. As one Ayma[a leader told me, "Without bribes, or "coima", we would
have waited another three years.

Once the claim was legally settled, villagers set out to make
themselves some money. With no metallurgist or mining engineer around to
advise the Aymara, the cooperative soon went bankrupt. A huge cylindrical
oven, approximately 7 meters deep and 2.5 meters in diameter, was cut into
the side of a small knoll. Unfor[unately, heat in the oven could nor be
calibrated with any precision, so he limestone that was burned to calcify
the ore often came out with uneven results. More than once the cooperative
was [eft with a worthless pile of rocks that no middleman wanted to buy. So
from 1982-87, Cumana farmers put limestone mining on the back bt[rner. [t

was a tough time for farmers on the Altiplano, especially from t982-85, when
hyperinflation produced a scarcity of goods that made the Aymara think more
about tleir daily survival than their future as mining barons.

But after two years of relative stability since 1985, Cumana’s mining
cooperative decided to have another go in 1987. Since the cooperative had
been inactive for more than 5 years, the coopefaI.ive was once again without
legal accreditation. So the process of knocking on minlsterial doors in La
Paz began anew. From November 1987 o February 1989, cooperative leaders
pursued their dream. This month, after spending approximately US $2,000,
the cooperative was finally awarded all of the appropriate seals and
signatures. Below is just a partial list of the offices visited by the
Aymara from Cumana in their efforts to become legal’ he Ministry of Mines
and Metallurgy, to insure that there were no adverse claims against the
deposit; the Banco Minero, to ;egiser for possible futu;e loans, which will
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probably not be forthcoming (at least anytime soon); the Central Bank, to
register for those same loans; the Instituto Nacional de Cooperativas (INAI,CO)

to commit themselves to paying dues of US $8,000 over the next three years
for legal advice and protection; arid finally, the Ministry of Labor, to prove
that the village cooperative intends to respect labor laws.

Though they now have their papers, cooperative leaders in Cumana are not
cheering yet. The cooperative still possesses no operating capital. Mining
equipment, however rudimentary, is expensive. Putting our heads together,
village leaders and came up with a list of the most essential items needed
to get the mine started. The list included a custom-made oven, ventilated
with all to reduce diesel fuel consumption and calibrate heat. Wheelbarrows,

helmets, and other construction materials were added in to take account of
various stages in mineral processing. Last on the list was a lO-ton dump
truck, necessary to transport the ore to buyers in La Paz. Not included in
the estimate were hydraulic drills; the men in Cumana are willing to work the
deposits with picks and shovels. Also left out of the plans was earth-moving
equipment to build a road to the top of the; ridge where the bulk of the
limestone is located. Even so, the cooperative must come up with
approximately US $25,000, and that is a conservative figure. The price of
potatoes will have to skyrocket (while other pices remain constant) before
the Aymara of Cumana ever see that kind of money without securing a loan.

Nevertheless, the mere existence of this kind of private initiative and
bold thinking bodes well for the future of’ Bolivia. Other societies, notably

that of upper-class Britain, once considered the practical pursuit of
capitalist ideas a filthy ideal not to be confused with the past glories of
the Empire. Then the fortunes of that same upper class took a precipitous
spill in the tumultous years following World War I. Half a century later, and
for the last decade during Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative revolution, that
arrogance is beginning to turn around at roughly the same rate as Britain’s
economy. Bolivians of all classes would also do well to take note of Mr.
Oorbachev’s efforts to revitalize the Soviet Union and tle Eastern Block with
his "perestroika" reforms. No doubt there ill be snags along the way, but
that is to be expected. But for Bolivian politicians and labor leaders to
throw up their hands in disgust and cry "imperialism" everytime international
commodity markets take an unexpected turn is simply irresponsable.

And if Bolivian are leery of extra-continental examples, they can always
listen to their own. The Peruvian novelist and probable presidential
candidate in Peru’s 1990 elections, Mario Vargas Llosa, recently addressed an
audience in Davo, Switzerland on the ills and opportunities that have
respectivelyplagued and lay ahead for Andean peoples. His words were eloquent
and to the point. "Any country can be prosperous," he said, before going on
later to remark that, "in some respects, the governing classes of Latin
America have opted for poverty." Vargas Llosa then turned his attention to
Latin America’s intellectuals, who have been the driving force of the Left on
this continent since Castro’s Cuban Revolution. He singled them out for their
"continued promotion of utopias, instead of accepting pragmatism. They are
definitely against common sense." What a timely admission of guilt for a
novelist who is nothing if not a Latin American intellectual himself.

As ever,
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